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Introduction

This work investigates an apparent discrepancy between previ-
ous eye-tracking experiments some of which show a significant
positive integration effect on first-pass fixation durations, and
some of which show no positive effect for integration cost (and
instead a significant negative effect). One reason for this dis-
crepancy may be assumptions of serial vs parallel processing.
Findings of positive integration calculate integration cost over
the best parse, while findings of negative integration cost usu-
ally calculate integration cost weighted proportionally to the
number of hypothesized parallel parses undergoing integration.
Is positive integration cost a casualty of parallel processing
models?

Integration

• Top-down models of processing assume readers
predict upcoming observations to some degree

• Categorial grammars reflect this
• Incomplete categories (trapezoids) with outstanding

requirements
• Complete categories (triangles) used to fulfill requirements

• Each new observation (x). . .
• Completes an incomplete category a/b (F-)
• Or creates a new category a′ (F+)
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• The newly completed category (a′′). . .
• Serves as the first piece of the outer requirement b (L+)
• Or remains separate as a new incomplete category a′/b′′ (L-)
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• Integration: an outstanding dependency is
non-trivially satisfied (occurs in operation L+)
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Integration in parsing ‘the wind shook the mud room door.’

Integration Cost

Integration can predict reading time delays
• Termed a positive cost because it predicts delays
• Weighted by dependency length [Gibson, 2000]
• Definition of ‘length’ matters

• English: Linear distance?
• Korean: Structural distance? [Kwon et al., 2010]
• Baumann (2012) adds structural predictors

• Only structural distance improves model fit
• Studies assume serial processing

• Is there an integration or not?
• Often based on constructed stimuli

Integration can predict shorter reading times
[Demberg and Keller, 2008, Wu et al., 2010]
[van Schijndel et al., 2013]

• Studies use additional factors
• PCFG surprisal
• Fixation histories

• These studies typically assume parallel processing
• What proportion of hypothesized parses undergo integration?

• These studies all use large eye-tracking corpora
• Found on multiple corpora. . .

• So difference likely not just due to data
• Difference possibly due to additional factors
• Difference possibly due to assumption of parallelism

Models

Model A

• Purpose: Is parallelism to blame?
• Same set of predictors as Baumann (2012)

• Fixed: Word length
• Fixed: Sentence position
• Fixed: Unigram frequency
• Fixed: Bigram frequency
• Fixed: Joint interactions
• Random: Subject/Item intercepts
• Test: Parallel integration cost

• Result: Numerically positive integration cost
(.19ms± 1.2ms, p = .88)

• Not quite a replication
• Uses parallel (not 1-best) integration cost

Model C

• Purpose: Account for parafoveal processing
• Same set of predictors as Model B, plus:

• Fixed: Was prev. fixation on prev. word?
• Random: Was prev. fixation on prev. word?
• Test: Parallel integration cost

• Result: Significant negative integration cost
(−3.4ms± 1.6ms, p < .05)

Model B

• Purpose: Add by-subject random slopes
• Same set of predictors as Model A, plus:

• Random: Word length
• Random: Sentence position
• Random: Unigram frequency
• Test: Parallel integration cost

• Random: Bigram frequency wouldn’t converge
• Result: Numerically negative integration cost

(−.20ms± 1.8ms, p = .91)

Model D

• Purpose: Better account for frequency effects
• Same set of predictors as Model C, plus:

• Fixed: PCFG surprisal
• Random: PCFG surprisal
• Test: Parallel integration cost

• Result: Strongly significant negative integration cost
(−6.3ms± 1.9ms, p < .001)

Results and Conclusions

Results

• Loss of positive integration cost is not due to parallel
processing model

• Negative integration cost arises from accounting for
• PCFG surprisal
• Parafoveal processing
• Random slopes

• Predictors are independently motivated
• Predictors significantly increase model fit

Conclusion

• Results cast some doubt on existence of broad positive
integration cost on reading times

• Highlights need to eliminate possible confounds in
constructed stimuli (ala Bartek et al. 2011)
• Perhaps confounds related to grammar rule probabilities
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